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Seismometers installed at Antarctica provide precious clue to inner structures of the Earth compensating for sparse 
instrumentation on the Southern Hemisphere. Since Antarctica is the seismically quietest region in the world, such 
seismometers observe large earthquakes occured outside Antarctica and propagated long distance: the majority of energy of 
these earthquakes is carried by relatively long-period waves. The self-gravitating effect of the Earth’s material is important for 
seisimc observations with periods larger than 100 s. We have been working to construct an accurate and efficient technique to 
model global seismic wave propagation. Our numerical scheme solves wave equations in spherical coordinates using the finite-
difference method (FDM) based on the “2.5-D approach” which calculates 3-D seismic wavefields on a 2-D cross section of 
the Earth (Toyokuni et al., 2005). We have succeeded in incorpolating arbitrary lateral heterogeneity of the Earth’s inner 
structure, moment-tensor point sources, anelastic attenuation, and the Earth’s center, i.e., a sigularity of wave equations in 
spherical coordinates. This time, we incorpolate the self-gravitating effect into our FDM scheme. The equations of motion for 
the self-gravitating Earth contain terms with gravitational potential and the Eulerian perturbation of this potential due to 
seismic wavefields. As a preliminary work, we here adopt the effects through the Cowling’s approximation (Cowling, 1941) 
neglecting the gravity perturbation term, which is equivalent to eliminate the mass redistribution caused by seismic waves. The 
resulting equations are known as the displacement-velocity-stress equations since it should calculate the displacement, the 
particle velocity, and the stress, but we propose a special scheme to exchange these equations to the simple velocity-stress 
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